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PREFACE
NESET – NEETs’ Empowerment for Sustainable Employment in the Tourism sector, is a 3-year
project, funded by the EEA and Norway Grants Fund for Youth Employment which aims at
supporting on a large-scale transnational basis the sustainability of youth integration in the
tourism labour market in the above NESET beneficiary countries (BCs)1, by creating conditions for
NEETs’ employment and entrepreneurship in various forms of tourism, incl. alternative tourism.
This National Report presents a methodology and identification and reporting of a number of good
practices / success stories of sustainable youth employment / entrepreneurship in the tourism
industry in NESET Partner Countries. Good practices and success stories are defined as:
Good Practices are practices or programs that have had an impact on the NESET
Project’s main target group, namely vulnerable 15-29 year-old individuals (with a
focus on the 25-29 age group) in the tourism industry and/or youth employment. Thus,
good practices are programs, practices or entrepreneurship projects that have
contributed to the successful labour market integration of this specific target group.
The Synthesis Report on Good Practices is the summarization of all reports from partner countries.
The Good Practices Report from the partners followed a generic structure, proposed by the donor
partner Einurd ltd. (PP No.13).
− Chapter 1: Short summary based on quantitative data gathered on entrepreneurship/
sustainable youth employment in the tourist sector in Partner Countries.
− Chapter 2: Good practice examples from all partner countries.

Einurd’s team would like to acknowledge the cooperation of all NESET Project Partners in
contributing to this report.
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The beneficiary countries, covered by the NESET project activities include Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Greece,
Italy, Portugal and Romania, whereas Iceland is involved in project implementation as an expertise country.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Synthesis report on Good Practices & Success Stories for sustainable youth employment
in the partner countries summarizes the situation of the NEETs (young people not in
education, employment or training).
One of the main challenges in Europe today is youth unemployment. Though the problem had
been identified before the financial crisis, young people were hit harder than adults when it
came to unemployment, with the rates of unemployment being as much as three times higher
than that of adult unemployment rates in the years between 2009-2013 (Christofides, 2018,
p.1). If we look at the numbers in 2019, youth unemployment (under 25) has decreased. Youth
unemployment rate was 15,9 % in the Euro area, with the highest unemployment rate
recorded in Greece (22,3%), Spain (32,8%) and Italy (28,0%) (Eurostat, 2019, pp.1-6).
The aim of the best practices reports was to get an idea of what it is that works for young
people, how can we train, support and how can we activate the young people in Europe on
the labour market. This report will be a part of the research done to develop a curriculum for
the training program for the NEET group. In the reports each of the partner countries were
responsible for looking at the recent resources and stakeholders as well as to select and
introduce 5 good practice examples from their country.
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INTRODUCTION

In the synthesis report good practice reports from partner countries, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Italy,
Portugal, Iceland, Greece and Romania have been summarized. In the first chapter we have
written a short text about the situation in each partner country, the employment market, the
NEET group, national and stakeholder policies, and the importance and impact of the tourism
industry in each of the countries. In the second chapter we will go over the best practice’s
examples given in the reports, sorting them and looking at similarities and how they can help
in developing teaching materials for the NEET group involved in the project. The tourism
industry in partner countries has been one of the most important sources of employment and
exports. Because of that he offers young individuals in the NEET group an opportunity to gain
important knowledge and experience. The examples were very diverse and will therefore be
divided into different chapters.
The first one being sustainable environment and community, projects that have been coming
increasingly popular in recent years, and often focus on environmental factors. These projects
also give us an idea of the possibilities to use the community or old architects to develop new
ideas and companies, and with that often starting with a lower budget then otherwise would
have been needed. It also shows how successful it can be when a group of people come
together and work on ideas and projects. The second one Innovation Entrepreneurship, which
focuses on new ideas developed by young entrepreneurs, showing us that despite the
economic and personal situation, good ideas, creative thinking and well-developed business
plans do work, and have the potential to succeed. The last chapter Training, shows training
projects that have been a success in the partner countries, and how young individuals can be
encouraged and succeed with the right support.
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All the best practice in the report gives us an understanding of what has been working in the
countries, and how we can motivate and help the NEET group to reach their potential, have
hope and have an impact on their own future.
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1. SHORT SUMMARY ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP/SUSTAINABLE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT IN
THE TOURIST SECTOR

1.1. Tourism and the NEET group

All of the partner countries found the effects of the financial crisis that has been taking place
in the European Union since the end of 2007. But the tourism industry has been a big factor
in the steady rise of the financial economy since the crisis, with a high percentage of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), big export revenues and accountability for a high percentage of
employment. Though the impact differs between countries, we can still see the importance
of the industry for the nations, see picture table below.

Countries

Percentage tourism industry to GDP

Bulgaria

13%

Croatia

19%

Cyprus

7%

Greece

19,7%

Iceland

10%

Italy

11,8%

Portugal

7,8%

Romania

2,1 %
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Table 1.1. Tourism industry contributes to national GDP (National Reports).

1.2. Unemployment and statistics partner countries

In all of the partner countries there has been a growing trend in unemployment with the NEETs
group. In Portugal youth employment was steadily increasing in the last 10 years, and in 2018
the percentage of youth unemployed was 10,1 percent (APSU, 2019). In Croatia the
percentage is higher with 18,5 percent of individuals between the ages of 20-34 unemployed
and 17 percent of individuals between the age group 15-29, that is the NEETs group (VE-GORA, 2019).
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Table 1.2. Youth unemployment rate in EU member states as of August 2019
(Eurostat, 2019, pp.1-6).
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1.3. National and Public Policies

Public and national policies can make a difference to individual groups regarding issues that
they may face in society. One of the responsibilities of today's governments and municipalities
is to take action when a big part of the population of the country struggles. In recent years the
NEET group or young people between the ages of 15-29 have been struggling in Europe, we
can see this after the financial crisis in late 2000, and the struggles that we have seen on the
labour market. This has led to a high unemployment in those age groups, and as well as having
an impact on the society, having that a big portion of the population out of work and
discouraged. In each of the partner countries public and stakeholders’ policies have made a
difference relating to the employment of the NEETs group.
All of the partner countries have some kind of national policy or strategy to support young
people. All members of the EU have implemented a national Plan for the European Youth
Guarantee. The Youth Guarantee commits member states to provide people under the age of
25 a good quality offer of employment, continued education, apprenticeship and traineeship
within a period of four months of becoming unemployed or leaving formal education. In
addition to specified implementation plans in all partner countries (excluding Iceland) within
the Youth guarantee framework, all partner countries have several programmes available with
focus on entrepreneurship in the tourism industry.
In Bulgaria, youth unemployment policy is implemented through a specifically designed
National Implementation Plan for the European Youth Guarantee. The implementation of this
plan starts in 2014 and ends in 2020. Several other programmes are available at a national
level providing career development of young people and access to resources. Strategies
involve promoting economic activity and career development of young people, improving
access to information and quality services, and preventing the social exclusion of
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disadvantaged young people and young people’s development in small settlements (Cluster,
2019).
In Croatia The Youth Guarantee programme was launched in 2013. The programme has raised
awareness with both registered unemployment and other vulnerable groups. One of the
measures in the programme is strengthening professional development support with
providing additional education programmes for the newly employed or newly unemployed
people due to technological advances at their former employment. Establishment of a
network of Lifelong Career Guidance (LLCG) across Croatia has provided career guidance
support to all Croatian citizens with one of the main aims to create targeted measures of the
identification and activation of youth NEETs (Croatia Report).
Several measures have been taken in Cyprus to address unemployment. Youth
unemployment, specifically addressing NEET's 15-24 years of age is addressed in the National
Action Plan for Youth Employment (NAPFY) during the years 2015-17. Under the NAPFY,
Cyprus had introduced several measures aimed at supporting the implementation of the
Youth Guarantee, which focused primarily on reforming Cyprus’ ALMPs and the reform of its
vocational education and training (VET) system (ENOROS CONSULTING LTD, 2019).
In Greece, sustainable development of the Tourism sector constitutes a policy priority.
Implementation of programmes that enhance skills and competences is a large part of the
policy. Development of entrepreneurship is supported through several national funding
schemes; such schemes are not explicitly sector specific (SARONNIS S.A., 2019).
Regions in Italy have tried to restrain the negative effects of the crisis on young people through
the introduction of integrated policies of training and employment. In many cases, they have
used “special plans for youth employment”. Measures include education, apprenticeship and
traineeship. Italy has launched the Strategic Tourism Development Plan for the years 20172022. Main goals are to: innovate, specialize and integrate the national offer; enhancing the
competitiveness of the tourism system; developing effective and innovative marketing;
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Achieving efficient and participatory governance in the process of drawing up and defining the
tourism plan and policies (TUCEP, 2019).
In Portugal the Garantia Jovem Programme was established in 2016. The programme has
three main objectives: enhancing young people's qualifications; facilitating the transition to
the labour market; reducing youth unemployment. Since September 2017, Empreende Já
Programme has been established to support the employability of young NEET (APSU, 2019).
Policies related to the NEET group in Iceland apply mostly to other groups without education
or work as well. However, a great emphasis is on supporting youths to continue their
education by providing welfare support, rehabilitation and vocational training. Although there
are several organizations that focus on training and innovation in tourism the NEETs are not a
target group for such initiatives (Einurd, 2019).
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2. GOOD PRACTICES EXAMPLES

In the chapter the examples have been sorted into categories to get a better overview over
the material. Many of the examples given by the partners were companies where the focus
was on sustainability both in tourism and for the environment. The examples all had a good
way of showing how different ideas can connect to sustainability that has become even more
popular in recent years, and how to successfully build a company that focuses on these factors.
In the next chapter I talk about companies and projects that all relate to entrepreneurship,
though all in their own different way. And finally, I focus on projects/companies where the
main objective is training. Even though the examples are divided into 3 chapters many of them
fall under more than one of these categories, this can be seen in the good practice matrix on
the next page, where the different best practice examples have been sorted into more than 3
categories, and at the same time show us the versatility of the examples given from each

IS

IS

IS

Hringsjá - rehabilitation

Cluster / cooperatives

Training

Experience Adventure

Entrepreneurship

Innovation

Technology

environment

Good practice

Sustainability

Country code

country.

x

Fjölsmiðjan - vocational

x

training

TTRAIN

x
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IS

Startup Tourism

x

IT

Acadmia Creative Turismo

x

IT

Ecobnb

x

IT

Tribewanted Monestevole

x

IT

Biograturism Sant’egle of
Sorano

IT

CicerOOs

IT

Motus Initiative

IT

x

x

x

x

x

Community based nature
tourism

x

x

x

HR Fortress of culture Sibenik

x

HR Muzes ltd. Zagreb

HR

x

x

x

Temporary employment in

x

tourism

HR Backpack Lts for services

x

HR Kljucic Brdo - Excursion site

x

PT Three of life design

x
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PT Glocal Ericeira

x

x

PT Frog Digital

x

x

PT Bee Cork

x

x

BG AX! Sports

x

BG Peri Volas

x

BG Plovdiv Unfolded

x

BG Canapé connection

BG

x

Bulgaria Wine Tours - Zine &
Vasil

CY HeartCyprus

CY

CY

Scheme for Promoting

x

Agrotourism

Cyprus Agro tourism

GR Villas in Kefallinia

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Cyprus Sustainable Tourism
Initiative

x

x

Company

CY YURTS in cyprus

CY

x

x

x

x

x
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Traditional
GR Restaurant/Tavern in

x

x

Messinia

GR

Intergenerational transition

x

in tourist enterprise

Voucher programme - young
GR persons’ employment in

x

tourism

ROU GAL Somes-Nadas

x

x

ROU Copsa Mare Guest Houses

x

x

ROU Hadar Chalet

x

x

ROU Impact Hub Bucharest

x

ROU MBQ

x
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2.1. Sustainable environment and community

Best practices under this category:
Ecobnb (IT)
Tree of Life (PT)
Tribewanted Monestovle (IT)
Fortress of culture Sibenik (HR)
BeeCork (PT)
Copoparetice Briganti di Cerreto (IT)
YURTS in Cyprus (CY)
Agriturismo Sant-egle of Sorino (IT)
Kljucic Brdo (HR)
Muzes ltd. (HR)
The Scheme for promoting agritourism (CY)
Cyprus sustainable tourism initiative (CY)
Biograturism Sant’egle of Sorono (IT)

With sustainable tourism the aim is for the companies or programmes to deliver a positive
social and environmental outcome within the community, the industry and for the
environment. Many of the examples from the partner countries focused on this aspect, where
Einurd Ltd.
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the aims of the projects are to have a positive impact on the community and environment. In
Italy all the entrepreneurship examples focused in some way on sustainability. Many of the
reports had examples of sustainable tourism, it was the biggest group but many of the projects
also connected to other categories. Ecobnb from Italy is one of the examples, a website that
helps travellers select an environmentally friendly accommodation and a community of
sustainable tourism, though the example also connects to Technology. The website shows the
environmental footprints of every hotel, hostel, B&B etc. And the company itself focuses on
as small of an environmental footprint as possible and is run on 100% clean energy. The
company was founded by the social entrepreneur Simone Riccardi and was co-founded by the
European Union and won Seed money, a capital fund and start-up that supports the
entrepreneurship initiatives that focus on innovation and high-technology sectors. And also in
Italy the Sant’Egle, the first farm in Italy which embraces and applies the synergistic organic
farming. The farm used only renewable sources in order to have a 100% clean energy. The
products of Sant-Egle land range from cereals to vegetables, fruit trees, olive trees and vines
are cultivated respecting the natural cycle (TUCEP, 2019). The Tree of life from Portugal shows
similar themes, with The Tree of life that develops and commercialises housing and solutions.
Their main product will be the Tree of life Eco design modular cabin, where the design is similar
to modular houses, but integrated ecological and technological solutions (APSU, 2019).
Many of the examples talked about how entrepreneurs took something that was already there
and used it to build something new. This would be a good example of how to use the countries
or towns own resources, and most likely not have to start with the same amount of starting
cost as otherwise needed. In Portugal, Italy and Cyprus we had examples of this. In Italy the
Tribewanted Monestevole, a 15-century hamlet in the Umbrian countryside that was
converted into three traditional and sustainable holiday apartments. In Croatia, the Fortress
of culture Sibenik, that started with two non-profit organizations which gathered mostly
young people that started volunteering with the goal to clean up and decorate the Sibenik
fortress. They then drew up a plan to manage the Fortress and the city gave them the rights
to manage it. The institution has become completely self-sustainable and from year to year
Einurd Ltd.
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owns a rich culture program created by a team of 22 young employees (VE-GO-RA, 2019).
Another example that uses their resources to create something new is BeeCork from Portugal.
Portugal is the biggest cork producer in the world and the company used the resources in hand
to create BeeCork, a company that uses local resources to make a cork that is environmentally
friendly, profitable and sustainable product (APSU, 2019, p. 20).
Other sustainable ideas were hotels or Bed & breakfast that used the idea of building
environmentally friendly communities and offer tours or a guide to places that otherwise
would not be seen. In Italy a hotel and community based on nature tourism, Cooparetice
Briganti di Cerreto, an old mill on the banks of the river Secchia in the heart of the national
park Turscan-Emilian Aoennines. The hotel organizes mountain biking, walking and riding in
the national park, serves organic and local food, more than 80% of waste is recycled, green
building, water flow reducer and recover and reuse rainwater (TUCEP, 2019). In Cyprus an
example is given of the project Yurts, a sustainable Bed & Breakfast in the hills of rural valley
just outside the village of Simou in Paohos, and the Cyprus Sustainable tourism initiative that
aims to harness tourism demand with the supply of tourism resources as to develop a
sustainable approach to tourism in Cyprus (ENOROS CONSULTING LTD., 2019). In Italy,
Agriturismo Sant-egle of Sorino an eco-farm in Italy which embraces and applies synergistic
organic farming (TUCEP, 2019). In Croatia the Kljucic Brdo excursion site. Manuela Matković
had the idea at the end of her study, she and her family came up with the idea of utilizing the
resources they possess and create a unique ambiance for the ultimate atmosphere and full
enjoyment in the natural environment of the Vukomeričke gorice. It is only 10 km from Velika
Gorica, or 25 km from Zagreb, but far enough to experience the atmosphere of country life
and beautiful nature. A resort complex includes numerous hills, pastures, woods, orchards,
vineyards and the mini zoo park and a rich choice of domestic culinary offer. The object
"Excursion sites Ključić Brdo'' consists of autochthonous wooden houses for guest
accommodation (VE-GO-RA, 2019).
Other partner countries talked about best practice projects that both fall under tourism and
sustainability. In Croatia Muzes ltd. in Zagreb has built a new way to protect and promote art
Einurd Ltd.
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and knowledge, and inspire those who create and those who enjoy the creation. The Muzes
teams are over 30 and they explore new approaches on how to manage historic and cultural
institutions in order to become a more sustainable and significant part of the tourist offer (VEGO-RA, 2019). In Cyprus we have programs that focus on supporting new ideas relating to
sustainable environment; The Scheme for promoting agritourism and Cyprus sustainable
tourism initiative. The Cyprus sustainable tourism initiative (CSTI) aims to harness tourism
demand (tour operators, agents) with the supply of tourism resources (small producers and
their communities) so as to develop a sustainable approach to tourism in Cyprus. The Scheme
for promoting agritourism has the objective to encourage investments by small and medium
enterprises focusing on the promotion and enrichment of cultural heritage environmental
elements of the countryside in order to complement and/or reinforce it employment of
residents and rescue, conservation, rehabilitation and upgrading traditional character and the
authenticity of the countryside that form the background for the development of agritourism
and the creation of new agritourism units and further stimulate rural tourism (ENOROS
CONSULTING LTD, 2019).

2.1.1. Summary
All the examples above and a big theme in the reports was sustainable tourism. With a new
challenge in the global environment and the more demand for sustainable and environmental
tourism activities from the travellers, it shows to be a promising factor in the tourism industry.
The projects differ in how they relate to sustainability, with the examples from Portugal use
sustainable material from specific regions to develop a product that falls under the category
and Croatia, Cyprus and Italy the focus is on building sustainable tourism, with technology or
building up new from old with a focus on the community and history. These examples all have
a good way of showing us how different ideas relate to the issue of sustainable environment
which has become more popular in recent years in the field of tourism. As said earlier, the
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idea of using something that is already there would be a good way for new entrepreneurs to
enter the market with an idea to build something new from something old.
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2.2. Innovation Entrepreneurship

Best practices under this category:
CicerOOs (IT)
HeartCyprus (CY)
FrogDigital (PT)
Glocal Ericeira (PT)
Villas in Kefalonia (GR)
Bulgaria Wine tours (BG)
Traditional Restaurant/ Tavern in Messina (GR)
Plovdiv Unfolded - Fold your Mind (BG)
AX! Sports (BG)
Canapé Connection (BG)
Backpack ltd. for services (HR)
Peri Volas (BG)
Hadar Chalet (ROU)
CopsaMare Guesthouses (ROU)
MBQ (ROU)
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In many of the reports we see examples of individuals that both build new ideas from old and
others that see an opportunity in something that is missing from the market in tourism. With
innovation we look at is to see someone doing something new, that can be a new idea,
product, service, technology, market, etc.
Many of the entrepreneurs presented in the best practices reports, found new innovative
ways to use technology to their advantage. In Italy the Company CicerOOs a start-up is
engaged in projects and research activities and technological innovation for the enhancement
of tourism destinations. The company focuses on search engine technologies, such as
information-retrieval and semantic-web (TUCEP, 2019).

In Cyprus, HeartCyprus was

developed by three entrepreneurs, with the objective to harness the power of social media
and create the HeartCyprus platform. With partnerships with the key public and private
organizations the project is able to promote life in Cyprus, such as activities, events, landscape,
beaches, agritourism etc. HeartCyprus is a destination marketing brand, and it can be used as
a guide for Cyprus both for foreigners and locals. The company has more than 200 virtual tours
and professional pictures of the island, along with professional material from healthcare,
education, religion and tourist industries, HeartCyprus showcases on a daily basis all top assets
of Cyprus. Consisting of a team of young professionals, experts in marketing, social media and
IT software development HeartCyprus platform is updated daily to provide a multilingual
platform persuading tourist to visit the island again and again (ENOROS CONSULTING LTD,
2019). From Portugal, Frog Digital is a company that uses the internet and technology to
develop ideas, marketing and more. Using the internet as a tool to reach clients worldwide at
a low cost, with the advantage of low-cost structure being able to provide digital marketing
and advertising services, as well as other profitable means of publicising various brands
associated with tourism in particular regions. In Portugal Stop & Wash is a company started
by Tiago Serrão a 31-year-old entrepreneur; the company developed a car wash project, which
uses a steam cleaning system. With noticing a demand for a car wash service, he decided to
develop the ideas (APSU, 2019).
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Other examples or of entrepreneurs that focused on something missing in their area and built
from that or building something based on an old idea that still is successful. In Portugal Glocal
Ericeira, a company bridges the gap between tourists and goods and services, guaranteeing
their use without spending resources in the collection of clients and without Glocal Ericeira
having to detain real estate/transport/accommodation to provide them to customers.
Offering a great range of services to tourists in a specific region Ericeira, such as housing,
transport, tours, babysitters, massage etc. (APSU, 2019). In Greece, villas in Kefalonia islands,
an enterprise that was set up by a young entrepreneur. Challenges he came across are an
example of what challenges entrepreneurs face when starting a business or an idea. At first,
he wanted to construct and sell villas, but unexpectedly the real estate market started to
deteriorate and selling them was no longer an option. He then took the idea to become an
entrepreneur in tourism and started renting out the villas (ARONNIS S.A, 2019). Another
example we can see from Bulgaria with Bulgaria Wine Tours - Zinw & Basil, a company started
by Zine, wine tours of Bulgarian wine tasting, started in 2013, and has had success in
promoting the waste Bulgarian wine to tourists (Cluster, 2019).
Other examples show us that although an idea is old, it does not mean it should not be
pursued. We can look at examples from the partners that talk about continuing on with an
old concept or taking over from the family's business. In Greece a family owned a traditional
tavern in the mountainous Messina, that had been running for more than 20 years and a young
woman finishing her studies became involved in the family business. With new knowledge for
example with regards to technology, this was successful where the young women's education
and knowledge provided a new and fresh perspective and experience to the family business.
In the report it is mentioned that even though innovation may be good to start with, it is not
necessarily sufficient as one proceeds. There they mention that “flexibility and continuous
adaptation together with commitment and continuous investment of time and effort in what
you love to do constitute indispensable conditions for survival and development” (SARONNIS
S.A., 2019). This is a good example of how different skills between generations can become
helpful in elevating an old idea. Another example of this we can see from Bulgari, Marchela
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Apostolova developed her own business, and is the chief designer of the brand ‘’Fold your
Mind’’ of the fashion studio DiaCheli, which was founded in 2018. Marchela Apostaova started
working for her mother's company that has been producing women's clothing for 20 years,
after finishing her master’s degree in visual arts, and with that experience she started her own
company (Cluster, 2019). In Romania the company MBQ which is working on revaluing Rama
craftsmanship, wants to bring increased value to the craftsmanship and help families from
poverty (GEO CLUB, 2019).
In the reports we also have best practices examples of young entrepreneurs building up a
fresh new idea, with seeing a gap in the market. It is especially important to have young
individuals develop new ideas based on their own, and to gain knowledge from them in what
it takes to make a successful business idea, and plan for the training of entrepreneurs in the
NEET group. In Bulgaria AX! Sport is a good example of this, an adventure company that
focuses on many extreme sports such as rafting, rowing and other water sports, and has
successfully reached the tourism market in Bulgaria with 20% of all the clients coming from
abroad. Another example from Bulgari is the Peri Volas tourist complex, which was created in
2000, with an idea from Ivan Nakox and with the financial support of the Rural Areas
Development Program. The complex consists of a guest house, a horse-back base and national
cuisine restaurant. Also, from Bulgaria, Zlatina Petrova and her twin sister Nadia run a hostel
in Sofia. In 2017 the girls decided to build their own company, Canapé Connection. Today the
company has managed four guest houses in Sofia, have a tour operator license, organize
excursions, transfers and events and are already looking ahead to develop their own
production of cosmetic and cleaning products. About 97 % of their guests are foreigners, so
they have successfully infiltrated the tourism market in Bulgaria (Cluster, 2019). In Romania
a Hadar Chalet, an old hunting lodge that was rebuilt and developed into a luxury hotel, with
residency being able to enjoy the was nature around the area and is thought of as one of the
most successful tourism start-ups in Romania. Another similarly developed project is Copsa
Mare Guest Houses that were rebuilt from existing houses, with a focus on traditional
architecture, and with the focus on privacy of their residences in the heart of Transylvania
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(GEO CLUB, 2020). And then finally we have an example from Croatia, Nikola Branda, a young
entrepreneur started with her own adventure travel company. Backpack is a small adventure
travel organization and outfitter. The company provides authentic adventure experiences in
Croatia. What differs Backpack from other travellers’ companies is that the company aims to
show the uniqueness and beauty of Croatia from a different perspective, where their stories
always include cultural and historical features. The activities mostly take place outside the
major tourist centers and within interesting, preserved and protected areas of nature under
first-rate guides that are rich with knowledge (VE-GO-RA, 2019).

2.2.1. Summary
All of the examples show us how broad the ideas in tourism can go, and how we can use
different ideas to build or better an already their company. The young entrepreneurs used
their knowledge to build something that was successful in the market, and all would be a
good example of how the NEET group could build up their business plans or use their
knowledge to build or better a company.
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2.3. Training

Best practises under this category:
Cyprus System of Vocational Qualification (CY)
Hringsjá (IS)
Fjölsmiðjan - Vocational training (IS)
TTRAIN (IS)
Training in Certified Centres for Employment in Tourism (GR)
Academia Creative Turismo (IT)
Garantia Jobem (PT)
Empreende JÁ (PT)
FIT - Fostering Innovation in Tourism (PT)
StartUp Tourism (IS)
Cyprus department of town planning and housing (CY)
MOTUS initiative (IT)
Impact Hub Bucharest (ROU)
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Many of the reports discuss programs whose main aim was to support entrepreneurship
and/or entrepreneurs or companies that have benefitted from such a project and training
projects that make a difference to the NEET group.
In Cyprus a System of Vocational Qualification (SVQ) has been established and is co-founded
by the European Social Fund (ESF). The program is targeted at employees, unemployed and
economically inactive people. The project evaluated prior learning and certifies the
professional qualification of the candidates (ENOROS CONSULTING LTD., 2019). Similar project
has been going on in Iceland, but Fjölsmiðjan is a vocational training centre for young people
(16-24 years old). The participants get paid during their training and follow up support after
its finalization. Similar projects as Fjölsmiðan operate in different parts of Iceland, Ísafjörður,
Akureyri and Keflavík (Einurd, 2019). Another Vocational rehabilitation center in Iceland is
Hringsjá, a centre for people 18 and older that are unemployed. The follow-up study shows
that 75% of the individuals have returned either to their education or work after finishing the
vocational training. Similar Erasmus+ project (2015-2017), TTRAIN has been implemented in
Iceland and aims at improving the qualification of employees in the tourist sector by creating
a comprehensive learning model/curriculum for vocational instructors who provide on-thejob-training. The project focuses on tourism as it is the fastest growing and most profitable
sector in Europe (Einurd, 2019). In Greece, Training in Certified Centres for Employment in
Tourism, a training programme was implemented during the 2015-2018 periods by the
Institute of Tourism Enterprises Association in collaboration with the Hellenic Management
Association that was provided to individuals in the NEETs group, or up to 29 years old. The
objective of the programme was to get the individuals access to tourism enterprises vouchers
so that they could get work sector-specific experience. The programme's planned activities
implied precision of continuous vocation training and apprenticeship to approximately 8000
unemployed young adults in two successive phases of 1350 and 6650 beneficiaries (SARONNIS
S.A, 2019). And in Italy the MOTUS initiative was launched jointly by the Ministry of Economic
Development and the Department of Tourism of the presidency of the Council of Ministers,
with the aim to provide services for the tourism industry and training in highly skilled
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professionals able to manage those services. The initiative ensures that companies received
academic, advisory and organisational support throughout the training period, in particular
for the analysis of NEETs, identification of sill gaps, transfer of expertise and information
networking (TUCEP, 2019). In Romania the Impact Hub Bucharest is an organization that
supports entrepreneurship, both that focus on social support or profit, the organization does
so by providing community facilities and workshops (GEO CLUB, 2020).
In the reports there were also a few mentions of programs that help start-up companies and
entrepreneurs. In Italy, Acedemia Creative Turismo (IT) is an educational program where the
main focus is teaching entrepreneurship how to develop an idea for the tourism market. The
program is worldwide but in Italy it gives the chance for special courses and help (TUCEP,
2019). In Portugal the Garantia Jobem – IEFP trough Guarntia Jovem that is a program that
facilitates the transition of young people to the labour market to reduce unemployment. The
program intends to map the young people who are in the situation of unemployment and use
the individuals that are on the ground with the youngsters to provide them with the tools that
they need, and hopefully increase their qualification as well as supporting employment trough
internship. Another program that has been showing promising results is Empreende Já, which
was established in 2017. The program aims to support the employability of young NEETs. In
the report we can see that many of the best practice examples were supported by the
program, where the entrepreneurs have the chance to receive help and support to get their
companies established in the market. The program uses individuals with knowledge about the
market, to help the entrepreneurs form plans, marketing and other things important to
starting a business. FIT – fostering innovation in tourism is a program similar to the Empreende
Já programme, it aims to stimulate new disruptive tourism projects and support
entrepreneurship by helping in the development of ideas and business models (APSU, 2019).
Similar to this program is the StartUP tourism in Iceland, the main objective of the project is
to promote innovation in tourism, enhance the foundation of new businesses, increase
recreation opportunities and encourages balanced distribution of tourism around Iceland and
throughout the years (Einurd, 2019). In Cyprus the department of town planning and housing
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is accepting applications to include investment proposals. The main objectives of the program
are to encourage investment by small and medium enterprises focusing on the promotion and
enrichment of culture and cultural heritage. The project is co-founded by the European
regional

development

fund

European

Union

under

the

operational

program

“competitiveness” and sustainable development 2014-2020 (ENOROS CONSULTING LTD.,
2019).

2.3.2. Summary
All of the examples in this chapter have been successful in the partner countries in
developing a training and learning that has been able to reach and help the NEET group.
They have not only been successful in training and education, but also in supporting and
financing young entrepreneurs.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the beginning of the report we see how much effect the financial crisis in 2007 had on the
partner countries, with most facing serious problems, young people being especially affected.
It was also inherent how much difference the tourism industry has in the country's economy,
with a high percentage of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), big export revenues and
accountability for a high percentage of employment. All of the countries have some sort of a
national policy to support the NEET group and all members of the EU have implemented a
national Plan for the European Youth, which tries to supply all young individuals with
opportunities for education or work offers.
In the report we can see how variant and broad the possibilities are in the tourism industry,
with the industry being related to so many factors in the country's economies. The best
practices examples from the reports all have it in common to be successful in their field, and
what is interesting is that it is not only the new ideas that are successful, but that also the ones
that build on old ideas. In the report we saw examples of individuals that build something new
from older ideas, from individuals that had a new idea and were able to develop them into a
thriving company and from individuals that came together as a community and build
something in their towns or cities together that was successful.
The thing that stood out in the national reports is that for a young individual to build a
successful business or work in the tourism industry, they need support and experience. Many
of the projects and companies that are mentioned in the national reports had support and
help from projects in their countries, with help in developing business plans, with financing of
the projects and with mentoring. With this support they were able to build successful ideas,
and businesses. Those who did not have support often had the support of the community or
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their families, that shows how much encouragement and support will do, and how it can affect
the individuals, and most likely the NEET group in the project.
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